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I'm a second generation Realtor and experienced
real estate investor with an eye for design, the
mind of a project manager and an extensive
online marketing background that results in your
listing blowing away the competition.
My listings are always "hot" homes on
Redfin.com due to the photogenic nature of my
expert staging and the strategic positioning of
the home on the market. My listings frequently
receive multiple offers over asking price.
With the support and experience of the Compass
team behind me, I ensure that each transaction
is expertly and meticulously handled to make
your sale as smooth, stress free and easy as
possible.

TESTIMONIALS
Samira is such an incredible realtor! Not only is she extremely knowledgeable in what
she does, but she is so fun to work with! She was straightforward and laid out what to
expect during the entire process...She is so knowledgable about every facet of the
process and there wasn't a question or concern unanswered...Samira would delve into
the weeds of any issue with utmost care. Even with things as tedious as contractual
documents, she would go above and beyond... Above all she was patient with us and
whether you are a first time buyer or selling your home, you will have an amazing
experience with Samira. She was everything I wanted in a realtor and more.
- Julie & Andrew S.

We used Samira both to sell our home and buy a new one! She's a fantastic full service
Realtor - on the sales end, we received multiple offers and finally accepted one
significantly above asking. On the buying end, she helped us close under the asking
price on a historic home on a quarter acre of land - something I never thought we'd find
in L.A. She's still helping us with the restorations and we're SO grateful for her ongoing
guidance.
-Ann & Scott S.

Samira blew us away with her expertise, communication and attention to detail. We hired her to help
us sell our home. She walked us through every step of the process and suggested practical,
affordable improvements to our home that made a big difference with helping our house shine!
Samira has an incredible knack for STAGING...People told us our house looked like a new model
home. She also found contractors for us, negotiated prices and even monitored them while they
worked. The hours she put into the job was beyond our expectations. Plus, we loved that she works
with an experienced team so it was easy to get quick, professional perspective on an issue. She's
worth every penny. Would highly recommend her to anyone.
-Marc & Joanna F.

VISIT : WWW.THEARTOFHOUSES.COM

EXPERT STAGING

Buyers are increasingly more
sophisticated, and demanding the
professional interior design they see
on social media, in magazines and on
television and film. Beautiful
furnishings distract buyers from
dated kitchens and bathrooms,
allowing them to focus on the
positives of your home. In order to
get top dollar offers, I provide a
staging design that echoes the
aspirational lifestyle that buyers can
imagine themselves enjoying.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Instagram-worthy pictures! Buyers
and their friends are sharing and
pinning their favorite decor. I
strategically target an editorialstyle photography reminiscent of
interior design magazines and
home tours on top design blogs,
ensuring that your home stands
out from any other home on the
market.

SUCCESSFUL MARKETING

A targeted social media and offline
print marketing campaign get
your home in front of the most
buyers possible. I have also
successfully gotten my listings in
front of top real estate blog
audiences for additional traffic. In
ensure your home is the most
popular open house that weekend.

2940 N VERDUGO #102
SOLD IN MULTIPLE OFFERS FOR 105% OF ASKING PRICE
Lightly renovated home with new kitchen counters and decor

2331 TEVIOT
SOLD IN MULTIPLE OFFERS FOR $160,000 OVER ASKING
Bright white paint, new lighting fixtures, door handles and
expert, hip staging drove multiple offers on this home

5840 RIVERTON
SOLD FOR ALMOST 110% OF ASKING IN MULTIPLES
This home was economically modernized to sell for top dollar

1230 S MULLEN AVE
SOLD IN MULTIPLE OFFERS FOR 104% OF ASKING PRICE
The dated kitchens and bathrooms were offset by new, hip
lighting fixtures, updated landscaping, small fence
enhancements and staging to sell for over asking

2331 TEVIOT ST
SOLD FOR $160,000 OVER ASKING
The homeowner feared the dated 1960s build would not fetch as high of an asking price for this duplex, so we turned
the architecture into a selling feature by enhancing it's simple midcentury style. New interior paint allowed buyers to
focus on the incredible view and sleek lines of this home. Updated landscaping (on a budget!) showcased the easy
California lifestyle. Sure enough, an out of state buyer lead the six offers and allowed this homeowner to retire happy.
Price at then current comps, our sale still set a record price for duplexes in Silver Lake Heights!

5480 RIVERTON
MULTIPLE OFFERS
SOLD $55K OVER

The homeowners wanted to sell with
minimal renovation after multiple years
of renting this home out. The tired
bungalow was refreshed with bright
white paint inside, a sunny yellow front
door to welcome visitors and small
design-forward touches like new
bathroom mirrors. Minimal investment
netted maximum profit!

2940 N VERDUGO RD
SOLD OVER ASKING WITH MULTIPLE OFFERS
Visitors were captivated by this chic home with fresh white paint, updated lighting fixtures and hip new accessories,
overlooking the tired pergo flooring and dated bathrooms. Magazine quality staging and small design touches can
refresh your home in a big way, leading aspirational buyers to imagine themselves living in your home (and sharing it
with their friends on instagram!).

OF MY LISTINGS SELL WITHOUT INSPECTIONS
AND WITHOUT FURTHER NEGOTIATION ON
THE PRICE
With my pre-sale inspection strategy,
keep the high offer price you just
accepted!
Many agents counsel their clients to offer
more, knowing that they will "knock
money off" the offered price during the
Inspection and Request for Repair
process.
My pre-sale inspection strategy ensures
that all buyers understand the condition
of the home prior to making their counter
offer and understand that there will be no
further negotiations. At this point in the
offer process, buyers are emotionally
involved and will agree to proceed without
repairs.

1. MAXIMIZE PRICE

Entice multiple offers and maximize open house traffic through
pricing strategy, extensive social media marketing, offline marketing to
neighborhood. More people who see the home = more offers.
Catered open houses keep visitors in the home longer and allow
buyers to imagine themselves entertaining in their new home. A full
open house also creates a sense of competition = higher offers.
Magazine quality staging, photography, video and custom drawn floor
plan to show property in best light and maximize offer price.

Staging paid by Samira.
Leverage pre-inspection strategy and multiple offers/backup offers to
reduce/eliminate repair credits. Complete inspections prior to offers.
Accepted offer price was made after full disclosure - buyer has no
leverage to ask for repairs or credits.

INIMIZE EXPENSES
2. MINIMIZE EXPENSES

3. SIMPLIFY PROCESS

I make the process easy and stress-free.
I will oversees all updates to property and staging.
Showings limited to open houses during first week and a half. Increases
sense of competition during open houses.
Set offer due date. Maximizes competition, creates interest and
minimizes pressure to accept lower offers immediately. Gets you top dollar.
Negotiate shorter close and post-close leaseback so that all parties access
cash quicker.

I would love to help you sell your home. I will guide you
through the process with ease. My sellers even say that I
make the process fun.
Let's work together!

SAMIRA TAPIA

310.299.2110
818.642.9622
9454 Wilshire Blvd, 1st Floor Beverly Hills CA 90212
samira@theartofhouses.com
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